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There is not a lot that appears in the philatelic press about the Canal Zone. And
sometimes, what does get printed appears
to be off target. Two items that come to
mind include a recent description offakes in
the organ of the American Philatelic Society,
and an article that goes back over ten years
announcing a newly discovered error.
This latter article announced a "Canal
Zone Overprint Error in Limelight after 40
Years." [Linn's Stamp News, June 25, 1973,
page 16] The piece included photographs of
(Continued

on page 6)

Mail Sale No. 14
Consignments for the 14th mail sale
may be sent between June 17 and July
13, 1985, to Richard H. Salz, 60
Twenty-seventh Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94121. Certificates are necessary
on all Scott Nos. 1,2, 3, and 15.Please
ship insured or registered. The sale
will take place the first week of
October 1985.

(Continued from last issue)

139. 5' "Stevens" - April 25, 1946
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Albrook,
Ancon, Balboa, Balboa Heights, Cocoli,Coco
Solo, Corozal, Cristobal, Diablo Heights,
Fort Amador, Fort Clayton, Fort Davis, Fort
Sherman,
Gamboa, Gatun, Howard,
Margarita.
Hand Cancel- Fort Gulick, Pedro Miguel,
Quarry Heights, Rodman, Upham.
Cachets: Fig. 17 shows the official cachet
applied by the Canal Zone postal service. The
ink is purple. The cachet shown in Fig. 18 is
by an unknown maker. The ink is blue. Fig.
18a illustrates a cachet, -donein blue ink, by
an unknown maker.
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141. l(:)' "Barro-Colorado" - April 17, 1948.-- Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Ancon,
Balboa, Balboa Heights, Cristobal, Gamboa,
Gatun, Margarita.
Hand Cancel - Balboa Heights, Cocoli,
Curundu, Fort Amador, France Field,
Margarita.
Cachets: Fig. 19 is by C.W. George and is
printed in red ink. Fig. 20 shows a cachet also
printed by C.W. George and is in red ink. The
Coati Mundi cachet shown in Fig. 21 is in
black ink. Maker unknown. Fig. 22 is in
black ink; maker unknown.

Meeting Notices
The time for the CZSG regional
meeting to be held at RIPEX '85 in
Providence, Rhode Island has been set
for 2:00-4:00 p.m. on Saturday, April
20, 1985.Details available from David
J. Smith, 217 Legion Way, Cranston,
RI02190.
At WESTPEX '85, a regional
meeting of the CZSG at the Cathedral
Hill Motel (formerly Jack Tar), San
Francisco, California on Saturday,
April 27, 1985 at 3:00 p.m. Details
from Dick 'Salz, 60-27th Avenue, San
Francisco, CA 94121. This will be the
16th annual consecutive regional
meeting to be held at WESTPEX
stamp shows!!!

Fig. 18
140.25' "Wallace" - August 16, 1948.
Postmarks; Machine Cancel - Ancon,
Balboa, Balboa Heights, Balboa Heights
roller, Cristobal, Gamboa, Margarita.
Cachets: None Recorded - "First Day of
Issue" rubber handstamp applied.
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Fig. 19

(Continued on page 4)

Table 1
Major Scott Numbers

The Canal Zone Philatelist
(ISSN 0746-004 X)
A.P.S. Affiliate No. 42
Postal
Gilbert
N. cards
Plass,
Envelopes
Postage
stamps Editor
$15,896

Percent
8.9%
8.0%
1985
2,782
4,545
$16,605

P.O. Box 9973
College Station, Texas 778<10
The Canal Zone Philatelist(USPS
556-140)
is published quarterly for $5.00 per year
which includes membership
in the Canal
Zone Study Group, 10,000 East Broadway,
Tucson, AZ 85748. Second-class postage paid
at Tucson, AZ. Send subscriptions, changes
of address and complaints of non-delivery to
the Secretary, Alfred R. Bew, 29 S. South
Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, NJ 0840l.
Display advertismg accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:
one column, two inches
$10.00
one column, five inches
20.00
two columns, five inches
35.00
Articles and information for publication
should be sent to Gilbert N. Plass, Editor,
Box 9973, College Station, TX 77840.
Manuscripts must be double-spaced typed or
printed copy. Glossy photographs must be
supplied for figures of stamps or covers
which must show clearly against black backgrounds. Photocopies are not satisfactory. If
you need help, write to the Editor. The author
must advise the Editor if the article has been
published or is being considered for publication elsewhere.
Copyright 1985
The Canal Zone Study Group

Scott 1985
Specialized Catalogue
Reviewed by Gilbert N. Plass
The 1985 Scott Specialized United States
Catalogue appeared
on schedule during
November 1984. In the back is a specialized
listing of the countries generally collected as
U.S. Possessions. 'The Marshall Islands and
Micronesia join Palau this year as new
countries in this listing.
There are many price changes in the Canal
Zone section, almost all increases - an
unusual
circumstance
in the present
philatelic
market and testimony to the
demand for and scarcity of Canal Zone
stamps. The three exceptions that I noticed
are high priced issues that may have
increased in price too rapidly in the last few
years. Scott No. 67 is reduced from $650 to
$550, but one should remember that most
copies are off-center and that a well-centered
copy without defects is worth close to or more
than the new catalogue, Scott No. 46 is
reduced from $275 to $250 and No. 48 from
$850 to $800; although defective copies of
these stamps sell at discounts from catalogue,
the scarce very fine example is worth of the
order of the new catalogue.
The prices increases are too numerous to
detail. The largest percentage increases from
last year's catalogue are: Scott Nos. 16-17 up

1984
4,172
2,575

4.5%

Change

Table 2
Errors and Varieties
1984

1985

Percent
Change
7.5%
Postage stamps $248,334 $266,966
Envelopes
7,198
8,279 15.0%
11.7%
Postal cards
19,170
21,420

Table 3
Major Scott Numbers

Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards
Dow Jones
Industrials

Five Yr.
compound
growth
11.2%
12.4%
10.3%
6.6%

Ten Yr.
compound
growth
13.1%
14.1%
15.4%
6.2%

Table 4
Errors and Varieties

Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards

Five Yr.
compound
growth
8.6%
14.7%
12.1%

Ten Yr.
compound
growth
10.8%
17.3%
18.2%

18%; 68-69, up 25%; Type A34 prepared for
use, but not issued up 17%; 96-104 up 20%;
105-119 up 27%;J21-29 up 24%; U6-23 up 22%;
UXCl-5 up 17%.
Most of the typographical
errors of last
year have been corrected. However No. 115a,
ZONE only, is still not listed; last year Scott
stated that it had been accidentally left outof
the catalogue.
I calculate each year the catalogue price of
a complete unused collection of each major
number of Canal Zone regular, airpost,
postage due, and official (used prices taken
where unused is not priced) stamps. The
results are given in Table 1 together with the
percentage price increase during the past
year. The major numbers of Canal Zone
envelopes (regular, air mail, and registration) catalogue at the prices shown on the
second line of the table. The third line of the
table shows the total catalogue price of the
regular and air mail postal cards. The same
data for all the errors and varieties listed and
also priced in the Scott Specialized is shown
in Table 2. Price totals are adjusted for
stamps priced in one catalogue and not in
another. For this reason the 1984 prices may
not agree exactly with those given ayearago,
but all figures in a given year's tables' are
comparable.
Price increases are more meaningful over
a longer time span than one year as there can
be many reasons for short term fluctuations:
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For this reason the compound annual percentage increase in value over the last five
and ten year periods were calculated based
on results that I have obtained over a period
of many years. The results are shown in Table
3 for the major Scott numbers and in Table 4
for the errors and varieties. This number
means, for example, that a complete collection of the major numbers of Canal Zone
postal cards has a current catalogue value
which is equal to the catalogue value of ten
years ago increasing at a compound rate of
15.4% a year over the 10 year period. This is
an excellent return for any long term investment and is to be compared with a ten year
compound growth of only 6.2% for the Dow
Jones Industrial average (the growth is this
high only because the stock market as
measured by the Dow Jones average hit its 22
year low just 10 years ago - the nine year
compound growth of the Dow Jones average
is only 4.0%). Canal Zone stamps have clearly
been a better investment than the average
stock. This is not a prediction of what will
happen in the future, but increasing demand
and extremely
limited
supply
are
determining
the prices of U.S. Possessions
stamps.

Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass
Prices were remarkably
strong for the
better grade Canal Zone stamps offered by
auctioneers
since our last report. In the
following list the price realized is given with
the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in
the auction catalogue. The name of the
auction house follows. All items are unused
and without serious defects unless mentioned
otherwise. All prices have been rounded to
the nearest dollar.
Scott No.1, $420 ($375) Superior; 6, plate
bl. of 6, f, tiny 1 mm tear. $1500 ($1400)
Kelleher; 7, bl. of 4, $650 ($700) Steve Ivy;
12d, double PANAMA in st. of3, $500 ($550)
Siegel; 14f, 8 cts double, ng, $425 ($550)
Siegel; 23a, top imprint bl. of 4, imperf.
vertically in center of block, $1250 ($1600)
Siegel; 23b, vertical pr., one without ovp.,
$400 ($300) Siegel; 25a, horiz. pr., imperf.
between, perfs touch, $375 ($450) Siegel.
Scott No. 3ge, inv. center, hr, $575 ($550)
Siegel; 67, f, $450 ($650) Siegel; C25a, horiz.
pr., imperf. vert., on cover, $1100 Siegel; J3,
nh, $855 ($475) Superior; UXCl-5, $14 ($17)
United Postal Stationery Society.
Addresses of above auctioneers. Please
mention The Canal Zone Philatelist when
writing to them. Steve Ivy Philatelic
Auctions, Inc., 2121 N. Akard, Dallas, TX
75201; Daniel F. Kelleher Co., Inc., 40 Broad
St., Suite 830, Boston, MA 02109; Robert A.
Siegel Auction Galleries, Inc., 160 E. 56th
St., New York, NY 10022; Superior Stamp
and Coin Co., Inc., 9301 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, CA 90210; United Postal
Stationery Society, Box 48, Redlands, CA
92373.
By far the largest Canal Zone sale of the fall
was our own yearly mail sale of the Canal
Zone Study Group. Much rare material was

offered including items that had not been
available on the market for years.
Some of the rarer items in this sale were:
Scott No.1, strip of 3 with 15 mm PANAMA
on cover $2150 compared to $1400+ catalogue
(this cover is not unique as suggested in the
description, as at least one other exists); Scott
No. lOb, the unusual L sideways error in a
block of 6, $950 compared to $822 catalogue
(21 copies recorded); Scott No. 23d, CANAL
ZONE double, one diagonal, $500 compared
to $375 catalogue; Scott No. 25a, horiz. pair
imperf. between, tiny thin at top, brought
$525 compared to $450 catalogue.
Scott No. 53b, pair one without CANAL
ZONE brought $1000 compared to $600
catalogue (20 copies exist); Scott No. 92c,
ZONE CAN AL in block of 40, stuck to album
page, brought $3100 compared to $3542.
catalogue (only 3 copies recorded); Scott No.
J18a, ZONE ZONE in block of 6, hr, brought
$1100 compared to $1045 catalogue (15
copies recorded). All of these rarer stamps
sold for above catalogue value except for a
few cases where serious defects caused the
price to be slightly below catalogue. Truly a
remarkable realization in today's philatelic
market. A number of other stamps from this
auction are listed below.
Scott No.1, part og, f, $400 ($375); 2, part
og, vf, $210 ($225); 2 (2) + 3 on cover, $500; 4,
$21 ($22); 5, plate bl. of 6, hr, $600 ($650); 6,
nh, $105 ($80); 6, used, $54 ($65); 7, hr, $120
($140); 9, 10, $8 ($6.75); 10 var, ON dropped in
bl. of 6, $250 ($247); 12c, CANAL ZONE
double, $460 ($400); 12 var, PANAM +
ANAMA in bl. of 4, $150 ($164); 13 var, left _
PANAMA touches bar in bl. of 4, $160 ($152);
14b, CANAL ZONE inverted, $320 ($275);
15, ng, heavy crease, $1200 ($2500); 18a,
ZONE antique, $110 ($125); 18 var, no bar,
s.e. at bottom, $165 ($100); 19d, PANAMA
down and up, tg, hr, $72 ($90).
Scott No. 22 var, imperf bottom margin.
$130; 22 var, ONE, $50 ($52); 23 var, CAN L,
$42 ($30); 23 var, C A spaced, $42 ($40); 24c,
CANAL ZONE double, $280 ($300); 24 var,
CANA $80; 26, imperf B margin, $150; 27
var, work-up bar before C, $42.
Scott
Nos. 31-35,
$60 ($78); 31c,
unexploded booklet with 4 panes, $1550
($2200); 32c, unexploded booklet with 2
panes, $1150 ($1400); 39g, booklet pane, $675
($750); 42-45, $38 ($41); 47, small thin, corner
crease, part og, $1050 ($2500); 51, $40 ($42);
52, $36 ($30); 53, portion of ZONE on L
margin, $240 ($120); 56a, double ovp., $290
($300); 57, used, $32 ($30); 62a, ovp. reading
down, $42 ($52); 67b, ZONE only, pulled perf
at T, $1000 ($1500); Type A34, 7 stamps
Arms type, unissued, $725 ($1050).
Scott No. 7le, booklet pane, $85 ($95); 73, pI.
block of 6, $220 ($250); 77, $24 ($18); 78, $40
($45); 79, $36 ($27); 85, bl. of 4, plate number,
wrong font CANAL, $180; 86c, inv. OVp., $300
($325); 87, $32 ($40); 98, pI. bl. of 4, $72 ($115);
99, $14 ($12); 102, pI. bl. of 4, $70 ($100); 104,
$20 ($16); 106a, booklet pane, $18 ($14); 115,
pI. bl. of 4, $21 ($22); 115c, booklet pane, $275
($250); 116, pI. bl. of 4, $38 ($40); 120-135, nh,
$105 ($109).
Scott No. C4, pI. bl. of 6, $170 ($135); C6-14,
nh, $17 ($21); C15-20, $62 ($84); C21-26, $23

($26); C36-41, $11 ($13); COl-7, 14, $80
($101); COl-7, used, $28 ($32); C09, used,
$200 ($250); J1, strip of 3 with star and pt no.,
$320; J4-6, $105 ($120); J4-6, used, $25 ($29);
J19, pI. bl. of 6, $170 ($185); J21, pI. bl. of 6,
$34 ($20).
Scott Ul, $90 ($85); U4, $180 ($225); U5,
$140 ($175); Ul3, $17 ($20); UX6, $700
($850); UX6, used, $625 ($600).

Market Tips
John G. Ross writes an interesting column
on "Stamp
Market Tips" in "Stamps"
magazine in which he gives suggestions for
purchases
from the entire world. He
sometimes covers the Canal Zone and wrote
the following in a recent issue: "The ten mile
wide strip of land stretching
from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, which was leased
from Panama by the United States in 1904,
was turned back to Panama in 1979. No
stamps for the Canal Zone have been issued
since 1978. Some of the late issues, which
usually remained on sale at the Philatelic
agency for many years, were withdrawn and
presumably destroyed. I believe you would do
well to make sure you own all of the last few
issues, especially the 25< coil stamp with the
portrait of J.F. Wallace, Scott number 162.
This stamp is getting more and more difficult
to locate, and is bound to increase in price
considerably. Scott for 1985 did not change
its price from the 1984 edition; it still lists for
$4.50. Most dealers who specialize in the
stamps of the Canal Zone either do not have
any- for sale,-or are asking-practically
full
Scott for this stamp. In my opinion, this
stamp will increase in price a great deal more
in time to come. Try to buy a well centered
pair, if you can."

Picture Postcard Survey
For the past several years it has become
increasingly
evident that
many CZSG
members have an interest in the Isthmus
which extends beyond the study of postage
stamps and Canal Zone postal history. Some
of the areas of great interest to many
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members are books on the construction
effort; tokens used as money substitutes by
the early residents; medals issued to canal
employees or celebrating
one aspect or
another of the canal; stereoptican views; and
finally, the picture postcards (PPC) depicting
Isthmian life and the giant undertaking of
canal digging.
The many thousands of different PPC
views were prepared. by numerous firms
active both on the Isthmus and in the U.S.
Taken as a group they offer a remarkable
picture of life on the Isthmus and in the Canal
Zone in the early years of this century.
The collecting and study of these PPC has
captured the imagination of many members.
Some prefer the unused examples and others
search out those which actually saw postal
use. It goes without saying that many highly
desirable C.Z. postal markings have been
found on otherwise undistinguished
PPC.
A dedicated group of collectors has been
collaborating on a special project to record as
many of these early cards as possible with the
ultimate
aim of publishing
a list by
maker/vendor.
At the present time several
thousand different views by literally dozens
of different vendors have already been
recorded. However, prior to publication the
group would like to inventory other collections in order to list as many titles as is
possible.
If any CZSG member has a collection of
CZ/Panama PPC, be it large or small, and
who would like to participate in this project,
it would be greatly appreciated if they would
co[!tact_Bgb Karrer at Box 6094, Alexand_ria,
VA 22306 or Brad Wilde at 7640 Provincial
Dr., Apt. 108, McLean, VA 22102. At the
present time the project is restricted to a
listing by vendor and series up to about 1940.
The many real photo type PPC are not being
listed at this time since most are one-time
only views. Instead, the current project is
limited to printed cards only. The cooperation of CZSG members will be recognized in
the list when it is published, hopefully in
1985.
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Fig. 1. Punched

Information Requested
Does anyone have information
on the
punched stamps illustrated in Fig. I? These
punched numbers/letters
appear on Scott
Nos. 141, 109, and 111 reading from left to
right. On Scott No. 141 is the number "2160";
on Scott No. 109 is the letter "H" and the
number "73"; while on Scott No. 111 is the
letter "C" and the number "20" plus part of a
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numbers.
number/letter
at the far left. It is apparent
that the same punch was used for all three
stamps as the "O's" are the same as are the
"2's" even though two holes were not punched
out on Scott No. 141.
Any information you might have on these
oddities would be most appreciated;
also
would like to know if any members have
similar items in their collections.
- R.H. Salz

First Day Covers (Continued from page 1)

Fig. 20

Fig. 23
color as the stamp and the map comes in red.
green and yellow. Fig. 24 is by an unknown
maker and the ink is black. A souvenir card is
shown in Fig. 25. The map and vista are in
red, the Panama Railroad and printing
immediately below are in olive. and the rest is
in a purplish blue. The maker is Sanders.
Fig. 25a is another Sanders cachet. The
colors are the same as in Fig. 25. The scene on
the Chagres River, in Fig. 26, is printed in
green. The maker is unknown. The cachet
shown in Fig. 27 is in blue. The maker is
Fulton. The cachet is the frontispiece to the
book Illustrated
History of the Panama
~ailroad
published in 1861 by F.N. Otis.
The Artcraft cachet is shown in Fig. 28. The
ink is black. The green cachet shown in Fig.
29 is by an unknown maker.

Fig. 21

Canal Zone

Fig.25a

Fig. 24

25th
0/' the lounding

01 the Canal Zone

Fig. 27

Biological Area on Barro Colorado

l5Iand in Gatun

L.'\ke.

VIRGIN ISLANDS
FOR SALE

April 17. 1948.
Fig. 22

Commercial covers from April
142 - 145. 3'. 6', 12'. 18' "Gold Rush" June 1, 1949.
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Albrook.
Ancon. Balboa. Balboa Heights, Cristobal,
Rodman.
Hand Cancel - Ancon, Balboa, Curundu,
Margarita.
Cachets: Fig. 23 shows the cachet produced
by C. W. George. The writing is in the same

and May 1917 with US Franking
and Danish W.1. Cancels.
Priced $50.00 to $80.00 each.
COVER COLLECTORS

CORNER

147 W. 42 St., Room 917
New York, N,Y 10036

Fig. 26
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Fig. 29

Fig. 25

146. 10' "West Indian Laborer" August 15, 1951.
Postmarks: Machine Cancel - Albrook,
Balboa Heights, Coco Solo, Corozal, Diablo
Heights, Gatun, Howard, Margarita, Pedro
Miguel.
Hand Cancel - Cocoli, Cristobal,
Cristobal registered, Curundu, Rodman.
Cachets: The C.W. George cachet is illu- - -stl'-ated-in- Fig,,-30. Canal-Zone/First Day of
Issue are in red while the rest is in olive. In
blue ink, by an unknown maker, is the cachet
illustrated in Fig. 31. Fig. 31a is by Bronsky.
The writing is red and the map and vignette
are in green.

-__

(Continued in next issue; Fig. 31awill be
shown there. Figures 14 and 16 are transposed in last issue.)
COMM6'I\OlAnNG

WEST INDIAN LABOR
IN

llfE

CONSTRUCTION Of

THE PANAMA CANAL

1904-1914
Winners
At STaMpsHOW '84, August 23-26, 1984,
held in Dallas, Texas a silver award was
presented to GARY B. WEISS for his exhibit
"Canal Zone Official Stamps."
At BALPEX '84, September 1-3, 1984,
held by the Baltimore Philatelic Society at
the Hunt Valley Inn, Hunt Valley, Maryland
a gold award was given to RICHARD F.
LARKIN for his exhibit "Booklet Panes &
Covers-U.S. Possessions" and in addition he
received the Bureau Issues Association
statue of freedom award.
The Canal Zone Study Group congratulates these winners and hopes that this will
serve as an incentive to produce new
exhibitors in exhibiting circles.
- R.H. Salz

Canal Zne
First Day of Issue
Fig. 30
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Vice President's Report (Continued from page 1)

Award
Philatelist
was entered in the literature competition at
STaMpsHOW 84 held in Dallas, Texas. It
won a silver medal. The jury offered the
comment that it was "informative with clean
presentation".
The

Canal

Zone
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blocks of 9 of the 3· and 14· flat press, sharp A
variety. The middle stamp in each block was
purported to have, in the ZONE part of the
overprint, "an inverted, intact capital C."
This variety, which would be described by
most Canal Zone collectors as a broken letter
variety, was supposedly substantiated in the
article by a letter from Gerald D. Bliss. One
comes to realize that this source may provide
some clarification, but not necessarily an
exact picture of what transpired, as Mr.
Bliss, in addition to his position as Postmaster
of Cristobal, seems to have been running a
small stamp business on the side. There is
more about this item in the current or forthcoming column on U.S. Overprints.
The other article appeared in the APS
Project Fakes section of The American
Philatelist, Vol. 98, Oct. 1984, page 997.
Entitled "Counterfeit Canal Zone Overprints," it correctly depicted three counterfeit overprints of major varieties of overprinted U.S. stamps. The author, Glen E.
Reno, quite correctly indicates that these are
"crude counterfeits, probably made on a
typewriter." There are, however, several
items in this article that do not seem to be so
clear cut. First, these counterfeit overprints
involve thin letters, sans serifs, quite different from the genuine overprint. However,
the author refers the reader to a figure that is
apparently a reproduction of this overprint
from a catalogue, and the last place to look
for the appearance of the genuine Sharp A
overprint is the iilustration from the Scott
Catalogue, as it comes much closer to some of
the counterfeits I have seen than to the
genuine overprint. Further, the author states
that the ZONE should be indented one-half
letter in comparison with the CANAL,
apparently failing to note that several
varieties are known to exist (but are not listed
in Scott's) with the relative position of the
CANAL and the ZONE shifted horizontally.
Thus, particularly for errors that do not
appear in a constant position, horizontal
displacement of the ZONE overprint is a
risky criterion on which to base a conclusion
as to the authenticity of the overprint.
Finally, the author seems to identify incorrectly the basic Canal Zone stamps on which
the varieties occur.
My purpose in using this material as the
subject of this report is not to emphasize
errors in these articles. I am glad they have
been written, because they increase awareness in the hobby and of the Canal Zone.
Instead, it makes you appreciate all the more
the tremendously high quality of the writing
in this publication, the bulk of which is done
by your editor who has saved me from
mistakes time and again and has provided
key measurements that increase the quality
of contributions immensely. That same thing
applies to the handbooks that serve us sowell.
And, on a final note, I hope that, unlike the
little lady on television who looks inside her
hamburger bun and asks, "Where's the
beef?", when the question, "Where's the
book?", is asked the next time, it will be

answered by the culmination of years of
painstaking effort to produce a product that
also will be identified as being of the highest
quality. To those who labor long and hard to
produce the quality products that mark this
organization, I extend a well deserved thank
you on behalf of the entire membership.

Thirteenth Mail Sale
Report
The lucky 13th mail sale figures are
complete with some changes from those
printed with the prices realized. There were
253 bidders plus 3 late bid sheets, 203 were
successful and 50 unsuccessful. The sale
grossed $81,112 with 1200 lots.
Costs were higher this year with a larger
catalogue and postage accounting for most of
the increase. A commission of $8,111 less the
expenses of $3,893, gives the CZSG a net of
$4,218. This was the largest sale we have had
to date.
Dick and Maggie Salz arrived the evening
of Oct. 9th to help close the sale and balance
the books. The mail sale committee was
sparce this year - member Barry Bankes,
plus two friends from the Georgia side of
Lake Hartwell who came by boat, helped
Dick and Maggie Salz and Ginny and myself
with 'stuffing, stamping, licking, and
sticking the many parcels for over 200
successful bidders.
The two girls at the Fair Play post office
were
waiting for us on Oct. 16th, and thed
...
Insured and regIstered maIl was dlspatche
_-----------------.
1--

----
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SUPERB SALE
Send SASE for FREE List
No.7 of Canal Zone one of a
kind. Includes singles, multiples, plate blocks, booklet
panes, used, BOB, covers.
First Flights, First days, and
stationery, U.S., supplies.
Something

for everyone

SEND WANT LIST
The following C.Z. booklet
panes urgently needed:

Sc 38b, c
Sc 39f, g
Sc S2b, c & d
Sc S3d
SC SSe
SC 61f

Also buy nice Collections and
Accumulations.
DEL PARKER
Box 998, Mercer Island, WA 98040

(206) 232-2560

in 24 minutes. Even with the excellent
service at this end 3 insured parcels, one to
the Los Angeles area and two to Long Island
took 29 to 31 days to arrive - all others
arrived within a few days.
It was certainly most gratifying and heartwarming when many members expressed
their thanks and comments. "Our last CZSG
auction was sure a dandy. The pros would
like to have one as good. We got quite a few
lots and were pleased with them all." "This
was my first CZSG auction and I thought it
was absolutely great". "Once again the CZSG
has put on a super auction. My compliments
to you and your committee". Thanks to all
who took the time to express their thoughtsthey were all appreciated.
Many thanks to the 48 members for their
excellent material submitted and to the 253
bidders. The crew, although small this year,
accomplished a herculean task with great
efficiency, and never lost their humor.
Copies of the prices realized are still
available for a SASE. Copies of the catalog
with prices realized are available for 88<in
postage. Write to G.W. Stilwell, Rt. 1, Box
387A, Fair Play, S.C. 29643.
- Southeast Mail Sale Committee

list of varieties. The listing of Crosby cachets
is weak in that varieties are mentioned but
not detailed. The listing that bothers me most
is for an unidentified hand-drawn cachet;
many other hand -dra wn cachets exist but are
not included; its presence makes forming a
"complete" collection by Planty number
almost impossible. The preface notes that
unofficial first day cancellations command a
50%premium; I have never seen such a cover
offered for sale.
These flaws are easily corrected. Until the
next edition, this catalog provides the best
source of information on these cachets.

Book Reviews
By David Farnsworth
Narrative of the Proceedings of Pedrarias
Davila in the Provinces of Tierra Firme or
Castilla Del Oro by Pascval De Andagoya,

edited and translated with notes and introduction by Clements R. Markham, originally
published by the Hakluyt Society in 1865
(New York: Burt Franklin, 1967) (ISBN
0-8337-2224-7), 88 + xxix pages, $24.50.

This brief book contains some of the
earliest history of the area which later
became the site of the Panama Canal.
It is Andagoya's first-hand account of
Book Review
Spanish activity in Panama and northern
South America from 1514 through 1540.
By Gary B. Weiss
Andagoya accompanied Pedrarias to the new
PI an t'y s Ph 0 tEl
world in 1514 when Pedrarias became
0
ncyc ope d'ta OJ.F Cac h e ted
FD
... C s, Vi0 l ume Xb y M'IChIM
ae eIIone, Ioose -glJVemor of' Dal'ien.- Pedr:arias had Balboa leaf. Published by F.D.C. Publishing Co.'put to death in 1517.
P.O. Box206, Stewartsville, NJ 08886,$9.95.
The harsh conditions and inhuman cruelty
The release of this volume in August 1984
of both the Europeans and the Indians are
is important to the Canal Zone first day cover
described.
collector because it contains illustrations and
Andagoya learned from Indians about the
assigns catalog numbers for more than sixty
treasures of the Incas. Because of his poor
cachets on United States Scott No. 856. The
health, Andagoya could not lead the
US stamp commemorated the 25th anniexpedition to Peru and thus is less well
versary of the Panama Canal and is unique
known than Pizarro, who subdued the Incas
amongst US stamps in that the first day was
in the early 1530s.
held aboard a ship in the Canal Zone. Many of
the cachets can also be found used for first
Panama by Thomas McGuane (New York:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1978) (ISBN
days of Canal Zone Scott 120-135and C15-20.
In spite of serious weaknesses, this is a
0-374-22942-2), 175 pages, $7.95 and (New
York: Penguin Books, 1979) (ISBN
useful document providing much new
information on these cachets. The catalog is
0-14-005274-7), 175 pages, paperbound,
easy to use and allows one to identify the
$2.95.
cachet maker for most of the cachets known
This novel takes place in Florida and is
to the publisher. For some, such as the Fred
written in a more-or-Iess beatnik style.
Chambers (Gold Bond) Cachet, Planty No.
Panama is obtusely mentioned on a .few
856-41, it comments that only 30 were made.
pages.
Values have been assigned to each cachet.
The Encyclopedia was designed for frequent
and easy updating; the next edition should be
CANAL ZONE
even better.
A number of cachets have been omitted
Comprehensive Stock Including singles,
from the catalog; several of these missing
plate blocks, FDC's, FFC's, B.D.B.,
covers were sold and illustrated in the
stationery, covers and collateral material.
Send For Free Detailed List
auctions run by the publishing firm. The lack
of information for some cachets is surprising.
Want Lists Services
Planty No. 856-39 should have been
C & H STAMPS
identified as prepared by Myron F,
P.O. Box 6248, Teall Station
McCamley and that the quantity prepared
Syracuse, NY 13217
was 1000; this was reported and illustrated
Phone (315) 472-1662
by Nafziger in First Days 25:474-479,1980.
CZSG
APS
USPPS
Five Ioor cachets are listed and the reader is
referred to another catalog for a longer (20)
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Panama and the Canal Zone in Pictures by
Peter English (New York: Sterling Publishing Co., Inc., 1979) (ISBN 0-8069-1121-2), 64
pages, $6.69.
This book is classified as juvenile and is
designed for children in grades seven and
higher. It is one of about 90 books in
Sterling's
Visual Geography
Series. It
contains more than 100 black and white
photos. The five chapters are titled The Land,
History,
Government,
The People, and
Economy.
The text is too full of facts. There is no
feeling or vitality; hence, it is very boring.
Many of the sentences suffer from very
awkward structure as well.
Although it would be hard to prove, the
book has the appearance
of having been
written around the available photos.
This book would turn off even an interested
young reader.

The Story of the Panama Canal by R.
Conrad Stein (Chicago: Childrens Press,
1982) (ISBN 0-516-04640-3), 31 pages, hardbound, $8.60 and (ISBN 0-516-44640-1), 31
pages, paperbound, $2.50.
This brief book is at the fourth - through
sixth-grade
reading level. It is carefully
written and easy to read.
The type is large. The illustrations
are
green, black and white drawings, most of
which appear to be sketched from photos
appearing in McCullough's book (reviewed in
Whole Number 45).
The Story of the Panama Canal relates the
history of the canal from Columbus' fourth
voyage through the 1977 treaties. It should be
interesting
reading
for grade-school
children.
Surrender in Panama: The Case Against
the Treaty by Hon. Philip M. Crane with
Introduction by Ronald Reagan, published in
1978 by Caroline House Publishers, Ottawa,
Illinois (ISBN 0-916054-57-8), 258 pages,
$7.95 and by Green Hill Publishers, Ottawa,
Illinois (ISBN 0-686-77348-9), 258 pages,
$1.50.

Philip Crane was a Republican Representative from Illinois to the U.S. Congress when
this book was published. He has academic
credentials including a PhD and previously
held university teaching positions.
The topic of the book is clear from the title.
The tenor is obvious from subheadings such
as Torrijos' Cuban Connection, Portrait of a
Police State, Panamanian Bankruptcy under
Torrijos, The Torrijos Heroin Connection,
Constitutional
Barriers to Simple Senate
Ratification, The Treaties Add to America's
Energy Problems, Strategic Cost of the
Treaties, and The Legacy of Surrender.
The author pulls no punches in this wellwritten essay. The case for non-ratification is
made relentlessly on each page.
Nearly 100 of the 258 pages are taken up
with the texts of various treaties.

A New Voyage and Description of the
Isthmus of America by Lionel Wafer, edited
by George Parker Winship from Wafer's
edition of 1699, published in 1903 (New York:
Burt Franklin, 1970) (ISBN 0-8337-3663-9),
209 pages, $18.50.
Lionel Wafer was with a group of pirates
who failed in an attempt to plunder the city of
Panama in 1680. He was subsequently left
behind in the interior with Indians after he
had been injured.
He finally reached
England and much later wrote his book as
was the fashion for pirates to do at that time.
Wafer's book may be the best of the lot.
Wafer used his time with the Indians to
learn about them. Many of these books simply
go from one violent encounter to another, but
this one tells us about life in Darien. When
Wafer left the Indians, he had adopted their
styles, including a ring in the nose, to such an
extent that he was mistaken for an Indian.
The book describes the Indians' customs and
language, and contains an inventory of the
wildlife of Darien.
No other account captures the experience
of being caught in a flood in Panama better
than this one. It vividly describes the sudden
rush of water, the volume and noise of a flood,
the helplessness of someone caught in it, and
the flood's abrupt retreat.
This book conveys the conditions in the
region of the present canal and the area to the
east as well as any modern account.
The Panama Canal by Patricia Maloney
Markun (New York: Franklin Watts, Inc.,
1979) (ISBN 0-531-04075-5), 66 pages, $8.90.
This is a revised edition of The First Book of
the Panama Canal published in 1958. It has
been brought up to date by including some
material on the era since the treaties of 1977.
The book contains fifteen black and white
photos and three sketches, all supplied by the
Panama Canal Company.
The Panama Canal is juvenile literature
most suitable for fifth - through seventhgrade reading
levels. The language
is
uncomplicated but is not childish.
The opening chapter describes a transit of
the canal by the freighter Hoegh Mascot. It is
the longest chapter, written with vitality.
The second and third chapters describe the
history and construction of the canal. The
remaining three chapters concern current
operation and uses of the canal and speculation about its future.
The description in the first chapter of the
transit by the Hoegh Mascot is excellent, but
among the book's seven photos of ships in the
canal none is of that particular vessel. This
omission is a serious flaw.
This book would make a nice gift for a
young person. However, more-knowledgeable readers may disagree with some of the
simplified statements and a small number of
lapses into imprecise
language.
These
problems
are minimal.
The book is
recommended
for its usefulness
to its
intended audience.

SELECTED
C.Z. ITEMS
#1, V.F. Copy, Tied to small piece of
cover with "La Boca - Jul. 3, 1904"
C.D.S. on a "Consular Service,
U.S.A." Cor. Cd. Very Fine Attractive, P.F. C·ert.
.........................

Cat. $250

Net $165

#3*, Ex. Fine, Full a.G., Fresh & Bright,
A.P.S. Cert.
Cat. $325+

Net $275

#6*, F.-VF., Full a.G., Rich Color,
Cat. $90

,

Net $50

#7*, F.-VF., Full a.G., Fresh & Bright,
Cat. $140

,

" .. Net $90

#8*, F.-VF., Full a.G., Fresh & Bright,
Cat. $150

Net $95

4, USED, Faint Violet
Cancel, Few Perf. Separations
Reinforced, Fine to V.F. Cent.

#8, Block

of

Quite Scarce
Cat. $700

Net $485

#10*, Block of4, with Fullimprint in Wide
Side Margin, Pos. 41-2, 51-2, Pos.
41 - "A-L" Wide Spacing, VF. by
Superb Mint, QG., N.H. BEAUTY
Cat. $103+

Net $95

of 6, Full Imprint in Short
Side Vert. margin, -pos,---4g-5e~---..........
59-60, 69-70, "PANAMA" 15mm Pos. 59 and 60 Fine to Fine + Centering, Full Tropicalized a.G.

#18*, Block

Cat. $435

#19*

Net $250

19a*, Vert. Pair, Top stamp
"CANAL" in Antique Type, Pos.
26-36, F-V.F., slightly Tropicalized

+

a.G.
Cat. $190

Net $150

#19*, F-V.F., Trop. a.G., both "PANAMAs" right side
... ~

Net $75

#19b, F-V.F. used, "ZaNE"

- Antique
Type Esp. Scarce Used
Cat. $125
, . Net $85
#20a*, Fine +, Trap a.G. "CANAL" Antique Type
Cat. $125
Net $95
#20c*, Superb Mint, a.G., N.H., Wide
Marg. "8<" omitted.,
P.F. Cert.
(For Blk. 4)
Cat. $500+

Net $650

WHAT ELSE Da YaU NEED IN
SIMILAR CANAL ZaNE?
aur Stock Is Comprehensive

Satisfaction or Immediate Refund
Gladly Sent on Approval
with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)

JACK E. MOLESWORTH,
88 Beacon Street
SPA
CSA
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Net $350

#2*, Fine, Full a.G., Fresh & Bright, P.F.
Cert.

Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone: (617) 523-2522

INC.
APS

CZSG

